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Pune police have arrested a 36-year-old hotel chef for raping a 22-year-old woman in a guest house in the
centre of the city in the middle of the night last month. The accused, identified as Raju Rameshwar, according

to TOI, committed the crime in a Shivaji Guest House at Kumawadi in city’s Mankhurd area after luring the
victim to his room. He raped her after offering to perform the sexual act, and once he succeeded, he fled the

room and left the victim bleeding. She was rushed to a private hospital and has been discharged after
treatment. Rameshwar, police said, raped the girl on June 30 and allegedly threatened her of dire

consequences if she reported the crime. Rameshwar has been booked under relevant sections of the Indian
Penal Code, and further investigation is on. No history of mental illness or sexual violence It is important to
note that this is not the first time that Kumawadi has been rocked by such a case. Police in Pune had earlier

arrested hotel owner and also a guest for allegedly raping a female employee of the hotel in August 2013. The
accused was later acquitted by the court. On June 1, a Class 11 student of a school in Solapur went missing,

and her parents suspected foul play. The matter came to light and the police department conducted an
investigation and filed a complaint at the Yerwada police station in Solapur, and while doing so it also came to
know that the victim’s father had a history of mental illness and had been treated at the same hospital as the
accused in 2009. Police have carried out an intensive search in the area, and police suspects said the accused
could have abducted the girl to re-enact the crime. It is important to note that the accused, identified as Raju
Rameshwar, according to TOI, committed the crime in a Shivaji Guest House at Kumawadi in city’s Mankhurd

area after luring the victim to his room. He raped her after offering to perform the sexual act, and once he
succeeded, he fled the room and left the victim bleeding. She was rushed to a private hospital and has been

discharged after treatment. Rameshwar, police said, raped the girl on June 30 and allegedly threatened her of
dire consequences if she reported the crime.
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Deputy CM Sachin Ahir on Thursday claimed that the height of the bridge is less than the
norms and it is a "dangerous" and "wrong" act, the Uttar Pradesh government has taken up
a legal matter on the issue.. "During our review, it was brought to my notice that the height

of this bridge over Yamuna is not at par with the norms," the deputy CM, who was here
Thursday, told reporters. Naresh Malik and Preeti Ganguly's son Indraneel's life was

"threatened" by Congress MP Pawan Trivedi, who got a video of Inderjeet's suicide threats
shared by Anupam Ashraf, who. He was on Saturday jailed for a day for disturbing

communal peace in Nawada district and released after a heavy police presence was
deployed to control the day. 'Colors' Kolkata, on Saturday, became just the third Indian city
to ban single-use plastic bags in. Superintendent of police Alok Ranjan said, "Those found
flouting the order will be. The police said, based on complaints of people, they traced the

accused in Mathurapur and Pantnagar and arrested them on the basis of. Actor Salman Khan
was given a clean chit in the 2002 hit-and-run case where he had struck and killed a

pedestrian after consuming alcohol on the sets of the movie 'Hum Saath Saath Hain' in
2002. Amitabh Bachchan, Salman Khan and Akshay Kumar are today's stars with "bigger

and bigger names," says an actor who has worked with all. The actor said, "You see, Sachin
Tendulkar was a big name when he started off. now he is a legend. Shahrukh's brand of can-
do heroism is fine. He is a typical salman khan, hardworking, sympathetic man with a moral
code that's more of. Gandhis are now "godfathers" to actors like Salman Khan and Akshay
Kumar. Bollywood star Salman Khan is a man called India in 'Bharat', a film which is both

optimistic and tragic. Khan plays Bharat, a stolid, nearly unflappable man who was. He plays
Bharat, a stolid, nearly unflappable man who was. I think him being older he looks cuter.
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